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What to Do After Tableau Desktop Is Installed
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Have loads of fun and learn tons!
Agenda

Learn it...  Make it...  Share it...
Learn It...
Tableau.com/learn
Offerings to Fit Your Learning Style!

- Training videos
- Live online training
- Classroom training
- eLearning
Make It...
Dashboard in progress…

Plan it
Scope it
Check it
Polish it
Plan It…

Project management tools that have worked for us:
Scope It…

Executive Buy in

Dashboard vision

Mandatory requirements

Type of Dashboard
Confirm It...
There are Many Ways for Users to View Your Dashboard

- Tableau Server
- Tableau Online
- Send .TWBX file
- Tableau Public
Think about security first

Email
Cloud file management
Shared folder

Open in Tableau Desktop or Reader
Questions?
Please complete the session survey from the My Evaluations menu in your TC18 app.
Thank you!
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